monastery to which he had gone after his abdication and removed his son from the throne . Symeon was proclaimed the new ruler of Bulgaria .
Interestingly, although this is rarely -if ever -mentioned in this context, Symeon's abandonment of his monastic life was not met with universal approval . We have evidence of the criticism of this move . In the Slavic translation of John Moschus' Limonarion, dating from the turn of the ninth and tenth century, we read: ( . . .) glory and great fame to the tsar who resigns [of power] and becomes a monk ( . . .) Indeed, and great shame and disgrace to a monk who leaves the cowl and becomes a tsar . 10 Indisputably, the seizure of the throne must have been a shock for him . His past life up to that point had not predestined him to take such a challenge . It seemed that he had been destined for a career as the clergyman and a scholar, for which he had been exceptionally well prepared and showed a great ability . In the Old Bulgarian literature, Symeon is compared to Ptolemy II (285-246), the founder of the Alexandrian library, and king David, a lover of art and literature 11 . In his circle there were such writers of the Old Bulgarian culture as Clement of Ohrid, Naum, Constantine of Preslav or John the Exarch .
The Philosopher . Leo VI was born on September 19 th , 866 12 . He was the second son of Basil I . He was associated on the throne on July 30 th , 870 . The successor of his father was to be Constantine, it was not until his death in 879 that Leo was made Basil's successor . He began his independent rule on July 30 th , 886 . Leo received excellent education and demonstrated a predisposition for scholarly work . He was referred to as 'the wise' (sophós), he was a prolific writer and an erudite, but as it was also thought that he had the gift of prediction and prophecy . It is worth noting that he was compared to king Solomon 13 . He wrote sermons and speeches . He was a hymnographer . He wrote, among other works, the hymn sung at the procession during which the relics of St . Lazarus were transferred to Hagia Sophia . He is the author of a military manual, Tactica . His influence is visible in the legislation . He also completed the work on the Basilica and new laws were included in the Novels 14 . It was in his time that the final version of The Book of the Eparch was completed 15 . As may be gathered from the above arguments, my heroes had a lot in common: starting from their age, through education, intellectual ability, but also the fact that originally they had not been intended to inherit the throne .
The causes of the war . Boris-Michael had to recognize that Symeon was a good candidate for an executor of his political program . However, in a relatively short time after obtaining approval for his ascension from the assembly of Church officials and lay lords (the so-called Council of Preslav) 16 , Symeon decided on a military confrontation with the Byzantine Empire . What were the reasons? Apparently, the answer is simple, and was presented most clearly it in the work functioning as Theophanes Continuatus:
A message came that Symeon, the archon of Bulgaria, will go up in arms against the Romaioi, with the following excuse (próphasin) to fight . Basileopator Zaoutzes had a eunuch, a slave named Musikos . He became friends with merchants, greedy for profit and money, coming from Hellas, named Staurakios and Kosmas . It was them, eager to benefit from trading with Bulgarians, that moved its place, through Musikos, from the capital to Thessalonica, and encumbered Bulgarians with [higher] This text, which is, to a large extent, repeated in other sources 18 , led scholars to conclude that the war between Bulgaria and Byzantium was primarily based on economy . Hence, some called it the first economic war in the history of medieval Europe . But was the very fact of moving the Bulgarian market from Constantinople to Thessalonica and introducing higher fees for Bulgarian goods so important that the Bulgarian ruler risked military conflict with his powerful eastern neighbour? Scholars usually agreed as to the fact that the move of Leo VI decidedly worsened the conditions for the Bulgarian merchants conducting trade with Byzantium . This was expressed on the one hand in raising its costs and not only due to the newly introduced fees, but also because of the increasing of the distance from the Danube Bulgaria to the new market in Thessalonica . Not only the route followed by merchants was longer, it also became more dangerous 19 . It would not, therefore, be surprising that they would turn to Symeon to defend their interests .
New 24 . The outcome of research by scholars mentioned above lead to important conclusion that the issue of the worsening of the position of Bulgarian merchants occurred in Byzantium during the reign of Vladimir-Rasate -and Symeon inherited it from his predecessor .
Scholars are also not in agreement as to what led Leo VI, following the promptings of his advisers (assuming the reliability of sources) . There are several standpoints that can be listed . Firstly, the emperor's decision should be understood as a repression against Bulgarians, which was, according to some, a response to Vladimir's anti-Byzantine policy or, as others claim, a reaction to the elimination of the Greek language and priests from the Church of Bulgaria 25 . Symbolic expression of the latter process would be making, by the decision of the Council of Preslav of 893, the Slavonic language the language of both the state and the Bulgarian Church 26 . The second viewpoint places the move of Leo VI in the sphere of his economic policy, one aspect of which was promoting the development of Byzantine trade, not only in the largest of its centers -Constantinople 27 . Proponents of the third perspective follow the letter of the source quoted above, explaining the actions of Leo by his susceptibility to environmental influences . Byzantium' one-sided decision to introduce new conditions of trade 28 , which had not been approved by the Bulgarians, had to provoke a response from Symeon . It seems that he was not interested settling these issues by force, since he had undertaken negotiations with Byzantium 29 . The unyielding attitude of the Byzantines was what finally pushed him to take military action . However, was the decision to go to war merely a consequence of the desire to protect the interests of Bulgarian merchants? In general, answer to this question is provided in the source cited above . An anonymous author wrote very clearly that the issue of the merchants was only a πρόϕασιν -a pretext for Symeon to take action . The Bulgarian ruler was provoked by the Byzantines to take military action because they, without any prior discussion, had imposed unfavorable business conditions on the Bulgarian merchants and not wanting to withdraw this decision, compromised the authority of the Bulgarian ruler . Symeon, being at the beginning of his rule, could not afford to leave this matter unattended . He had to demonstrate that he was a strong ruler, capable of defending interests of his subjects and the independence of his own state . Some scholars believe, however, probably overly modernizing the issue, that Symeon wanted to show his subjects clearly that despite his strong ties with Byzantium and the aura of a return to good neighbourly relations with it, he was not a Byzantine nominee 30 . The proponents of the view that the Byzantines reluctantly, if not even with overt hostility, looked at the development of the Bulgarian Church independent of Constantinople and the dynamic growth of Slavic literary culture, show Symeon's strong reaction as a desire to defend the nascent Bulgarian Slav identity 31 . Whatever the personal motives of Symeon's decision to undertake military operations, it seems that he was forced to it by the unyielding attitude of the Byzantines . What was its cause? It seems that Leo VI did not appreciate the new Bulgarian ruler, thinking that at the beginning of the rule, he would not take on 28 Some scholars believed that Leo's move broke the rules of the peace treaty between Bulgaria and Byzantium . The problem is, however, that we do not know of any regulation of Byzantine-Bulgarian relations, in which Constantinople would be indicated as the only place in Bulgarian-Byzantine trade (J . Kayannopoulos, op . cit ., p . 54) . 29 such a risky solution as war . The emperor certainly knew that Symeon was not prepared by Boris-Michael to the role of the ruler, which was most clearly evidenced by the fact that even while in the Byzantine capital, he became a monk . After returning from Constantinople, he stayed in the monastery and was not involved in the court life . Leo could believe that the recent monk would not willingly go to war with the Empire because of something which, from the perspective of Constantinople, was a relatively trivial issue .
The war . After Leo's negative reaction to the request made by Symeon, the Bulgarian ruler marched with his army against the Byzantines 32 . Against him, Leo sent an army under the command of stratelates Procopios Krinites . The confrontation took place in eastern Thrace, which then was a part of Macedonia . The Byzantines were defeated . The expedition leader was killed along with many soldiers . There is no basis for determining losses . It seems that the Bulgarians were also decimated in this battle and consequently they returned to their own territory . In the context of this Byzantine-Bulgarian clash, an episode appears which shows Symeon in a seemingly surprising light . According to some Byzantine sources, Khazars, who were a unit of the palace guard, fell into the hands of Symeon . Some of them died during the battle and some, at the behest of the Bulgarian ruler, had their noses cut off and were sent to Constantinople 33 . This act of cruelty was probably calculated to discourage the Byzantines from further acts of war and starting negotiations . This also indicated that the former monk would act firmly and would not hesitate to use even such drastic methods, which were far from the ideals of Christianity . On the other hand, one could say that Symeon showed some leniency because the Khazars' lives were spared . There is one more important element, namely the action was taken against Khazars and not against Christians -Byzantines . Symeon did not want to offend the Byzantines' pride and excluded from his "surgical" actions his brothers in faith . If Symeon believed that he would exert pressure on the Byzantines and force them to make peace, he made a mistake . Let us once again listen to the author of 33 Even the Khazars of the Emperor Leo's heteria squad were taken captive by Symeon, he had their noses cut off to disgrace the Romaioi and sent them to the capital -Theoph . Cont ., VI, 9 . 34 Theoph . Cont ., VI, 9 . the south the campaign was to be taken by the ground forces of the Byzantines .
The question of the use of Hungarians against the Bulgarians was a problem for the Byzantines . Magyars were heathens . Pitching them against the Christian Bulgarians, Byzantines' brothers in faith, was a move that at first glance was difficult to justify . And it was this very matter that Leo VI addressed, finding justification for this step . In his military treaty Tactics, the emperor referred to the issue of using the pagan Magyars to fight the Bulgarians . He decided that spilling Christian blood is undoubtedly wrong but thanks to the Divine Providence which sent pagan allies of Byzantium against the Bulgarians who broke the peace, the Romaioi did not defile themselves voluntarily with the blood of their brethren in the faith 35 . The emperor -who was aware that the responsibility for the outbreak of the war rested not only on the Bulgarians and that using pagans against them was a wrong move for religious reasons -found the best excuse possible . It was God's will . Reality showed that a shared religion did not protect against an armed confrontation between Bulgarians and Byzantines, but the emperor thought that it did not have to mean that this would not be so in the future . The decision, made reluctantly -which needs to be emphasized -to use the pagans was an attempt to blur the responsibility for the spilling Christian blood and was to be a chance for lasting peaceful relations in the future . The emperor explicitly writes that he would not be arming against the Bulgarians and present methods of fighting them because in doing so he would act against God who does not want bloodshed among brothers in faith . An argument rationalizing this reasoning is an assertion that the Bulgarians do not want war either and they promise that they would listen to the Romaioi advice 36 . Leo VI wrote these words after the war of 894-896 had ended, knowing its outcome -let us add that it was disadvantageous to the Byzantines . The impression remains that it was only the failure that led him to conclude that the Bulgarians are a dangerous opponent with whom it is better to seek an agreement than be at war . For an author of a military manual and a man regarded as wise and having the ability to predict the future -the assertion is not very revealing . The emperor must have known that in the past the Byzantines had often been defeated by the Bulgarians .
Following the subsequent course of the war, it seems that Symeon, in turn, was learning relatively quickly and acquired experience, although this does not mean that the ultimate success came easily . We must recall the dramatic episodes associated with fighting with Hungarians . During their first intervention in Bulgaria, Symeon's army was shattered, and he had to take refuge in the fortress Mundraga (perhaps Tutrakan, or the fortress on the island Ploska army did not have infantry and besieging machines, therefore, they did not attempt to conquer Bulgarian fortresses . Hungarians were satisfied with their spoils of war and returned to their homes . The second invasion of Hungary followed a similar course (in the spring or summer of 895) . Again, the action was successful, although the Bulgarians tried to prevent them from getting across the Danube . This time, Symeon fled and took refuge in Dorostolon . Perhaps, as the last time, Hungarians settled for their loot and returned to their homes . It is worth noting that these dramatic events forced Boris-Michael to leave his monastery and support his son .
Symeon's ability to draw conclusions and learn may be demonstrated by the following facts . When, in a situation difficult for Symeon, threatened by the Hungarian and Byzantine army, Leo VI sent an emissary in the person of the Quaestor Konstantinakes, the Bulgarian ruler, rather than go into negotiations, ordered him imprisoned . The move was, as can be judged, calculated on waiting out the situation which was not very favorable for the Bulgarians . It clearly indicated that Symeon would negotiate peace only if he is in a position to achieve favorable terms thereof . Another fact . Following the Byzantine footsteps, Symeon looked for allies . He found them in the form of Pechenegs, who were pagans, and whom he pitched against Hungarians, also pagans, with whom he could not cope for some time . It should be noted, without jumping to any hasty conclusions, however, that Symeon decided not to direct pagans against Christians, as Leo VI did . In the spring of 896, a Bulgarian-Pechenegian expedition was organized against the Hungarian lands, which turned out to be successful . Hungarians were forced to leave their existing lands and resettle in the middle reaches of the Danube basin, where they live today . About the same time another Byzantine envoy was sent to Symeon .
The Byzantine emissary was Leo Choirosphaktes, descended from aristocracy, and related to the imperial family through his wife . In his youth, he received an excellent legal education and for many years he had played an important role at the imperial court 37 . Symeon treated him just like his predecessor, the Quaestor Konstantinakes, namely, he ordered him imprisoned in the fortress Mundraga, not even meeting with him . From Mundraga, Leo wrote to Symeon . Eleven of his letters to Symeon survived, and, what is of particular interest, so 37 More on the subject of Leo's career, see G . Kolias did three letters of the latter addressed to Leo 38 . Copies of these letters were created at the end of the tenth or early eleventh century, and they were discovered in the late nineteenth century on Patmos 39 . The correspondence concerned the issue of the release of the Byzantines, who were in captivity in Bulgaria and begins with a letter from Symeon to Leo written after 7 th June in the year 896 40 . In order to achieve this, Leo Choirosphaktes refers to something that today could be called humanitarianism and, at that time, was described by the term φιλανθρωπία and which the Byzantine ascribes to Symeon . In his letters, he describes Symeon as the most people-loving among the archons 41 , speaks of his kindness to the people 42 . Is this only a measure calculated to stir the conscience of Symeon? Or was it an expression of the Byzantine doctrine of power, according to which one of the basic attributes of a ruler should be φιλανθρωπία? And finally, perhaps it was a reflection of the real opinion that Symeon had in Byzantium? The question to this last question at first glance appears to be negative . Although between the seizing of power by Symeon and Choirosphaktes' mission only a short period of time passed, surely, the actions of the Bulgarian archon during this period could not become the basis for such an opinion to arise . One might say perversely that the symbolic expression of his kindness to people was the mutilation (cutting off noses) of the Khazars serving in the Imperial Guard, and who found themselves in Bulgarian captivity . But surely, it would be too great a simplification . Perhaps, the ground for the opinion about Symeon's kindness to the people was the fact that just until recently he had been a monk, what had to attest to his religiousness which entails the love of one's neighbour . Certainly, the memory of that was overshadowed during the war but Choirosphaktes could recall it while not being read by Symeon only as a flatterer . Undoubtedly, the view of Symeon's philanthropy, functioning in reality, perfectly harmonized with the Byzantine model of a ruler 43 , which, as can be judged, was deeply embedded in the consciousness of the Bulgarian archon . These considerations do not mean at all that Choirosphaktes, frequently mentioning Symeon's philanthropy and making it the chief argument to persuade him to release the prisoners, was convinced of it himself . Three surviving letters of the Bulgarian ruler had to leave him disillusioned . In the first letter from Symeon, he suggests that he would release prisoners if the Emperor Leo succeeds in predicting his decision on the issue 44 . In the subsequent letter he states that he would not release the prisoners because the emperor failed to predict his ruling on the matter 45 and, what is significant, states: Even your emperor and meteorologist do not know the future 46 . One may think that this idea was not born in the mind of Symeon only when writing the second letter, which is something that Choirosphaktes also could consider . In response to this letter, he is trying to justify the view that the meaning of his letter was misread by secretaries, and the emperor's special expertise lies in peaceful proceedings 47 48 . After such a pronouncement, Choirosphaktes had no illusions, that is if he still had any, as to Symeon's kindness to the people and certainly to the Byzantines .
The fact that he had no such illusions is evidenced by the tone of his letters . It would be stating the obvious to say that in his correspondence, Leo could not afford to show the recipient in unfavorable light . This does not mean that he did not made allusions between the lines that his assessment of Symeon is not positive . The letter 9, the Byzantine envoy wrote: We do not believe, therefore, that you are bad and this is why we can be pleasantly treated, and as we are loved we can achieve that which we find pleasant 49 .
should be understood as emperor Leo VI, not Symeon's own father, Boris-Michael -Testimonia 4, p . 157, an . 3 . This is clearly demonstrated by the use of this term in the later portion of the correspondence -e .g . Ep . 13, p . 89; Ep . 14, p . 91 . As it is known, in the Byzantine family of rulers, the Bulgarian archon was called the "spiritual son" . 44 Symeon mentions in this letter that Leo VI had foreseen a Sun eclipse at one point, not only when it would occur but also how long it would last (Ep . 1, p . 77) . In letter 3 (s . 79) he calls Leo a meteorologist . The term refers to a person well versed in disciplines such as astrology and astronomy . 45 Ep . 3, p . 79 . 46 L . cit . This direct reference to Leo VI is filled with aversion . This is not necessarily surprising as it is difficult to expect a positive attitude to the ruler of the country with which one is at war . In this case, however, a note of envy can be detected of the fame of a scholar which surrounded Leo VI . 47 Ep . This sentence, I think, is the key to understanding the attitude of Leo to the Bulgarian ruler . The Byzantine does not believe, of course, only in the texts of his letters, the evil to be inherent in Symeon . He postulates that by depicting Symeon in a good light, with flattery, he will be able to achieve his purpose . Therefore, he is searching Symeon's explicitly hostile words referring to the Byzantines, for even minor inconsistencies, or a possibility of formulating another interpretation, positive for the Byzantines, providing perspective of sustaining the hope of achieving the objective . Leo seems to be blind and deaf to the consistent position of the Bulgarian ruler 50 . He sees the influence of Providence, which, according to Leo, prevents Symeon from being hostile towards the Byzantines and thus doing evil not only do the latter, but also to himself 51 . The reader, watching Leo attempts, with each subsequent letter concludes that to the Byzantine envoy, Symeon is a man of treacherous and deceitful nature . It also seems that the Byzantine envoy treats Symeon's deeds in terms of a personal insult . In letter 13, Leo writes that he is not offended by the fact that Symeon suggests to emperor something that he denies himself . He calls himself a slave to the emperor and says, I think, with sarcasm: As for us, you shall make sure not only that we are not sad as those who have not been pushed, but you shall even bring us honor for the successful representation 52 . If the issue of prisoners had been solved in a direct correspondence between the emperor and Symeon, there would not be any merit by Leo . His mission would have ended with his personal failure .
The correspondence between Leo and Symeon makes an impression, at least from the viewpoint of the former, an intellectual entertainment of a kind, a play with words, although its subject is very serious . The Bulgarian ruler in this game is the party dictating terms, while Leo exerts all his eloquence to find a way out of the seemingly hopeless situation . Letters of these two people only in some places resemble "normal" diplomatic correspondence . Symeon, making conditions impossible to fulfill, not only wants to gain time, as some scholars believe, but he is clearly mocking his interlocutor, indicating that he would decide on the conditions of a possible settlement with the Byzantines . How else can one treat the 50 Particularly symptomatic in this context was Symeon's letter which Leo mentions in letter 14 (p . 91) . This letter, as it seems, made earlier agreements invalid; it is disown by the Byzantine envoy due to the fact that it was not bearing the sign of the cross . Leo treats the letter as a joke and hypocritically expresses admiration for the intelligence of Symeon, who by the omission of the cross clearly suggested that the letter does not reflect his true intentions . 51 request that the emperor Leo VI predicts whether he -Symeon -releases or does not release the Byzantine captives . It is obvious here, even apart from whether the Bulgarian ruler believed in the ability of Leo VI to predict the future that no matter what the Byzantine emperor said, Symeon would still say that this is a mistake . The Bulgarian's action was calculated, I think, for bargaining the best conditions of the agreement by showing that, in fact, he was not particularly interested in negotiating . At the same time, the reader inevitably concludes that to Symeon, the correspondence with Leo Choirosphaktes was of no special importance . The Byzantine envoy was interned by the Bulgarian archon, his freedom of action was limited, and also the flow of information was certainly not sufficient to carry out a diplomatic mission . We also know that Symeon carried direct correspondence with the emperor 53 and as its result, an agreement was reached 54 . Overestimating the importance of Leo Choirosphaktes' mission is a consequence of, as often happens, the state of the sources . His letters survived but it did not happen to the correspondence between Symeon and Leo VI . In addition, Leo made himself an advertising of a kind, because in a letter 23, addressed to Emperor Leo VI, from his exile, he recalls his diplomatic achievements, including a mission to Symeon . He writes in it that it the release of 120 thousand Byzantines who had been in Bulgarian captivity was his success 55 . The correspondence between Symeon and Leo Choirosphaktes shows the former as a skillful political player, maybe even cynical, capable of employing a variety of methods to achieve his goals . On the other hand, he can be seen as an intellectual who takes pleasure in conducting correspondence with the undoubtedly sophisticated Leo . It is, after all, doubtful for the Byzantine envoy to be creating his intricate arguments if they were not to be understood for their intended recipient . When an agreement was reached between Symeon and Leo VI, the Byzantine envoy was released and returned to Constantinople, accompanied by a kaukhan Theodore, Symeon's envoy . The Bulgarian envoy was to return to his homeland with the Bulgarian prisoners, whom the emperor ransomed from the hands of Hungarians . Negotiations conducted on this occasion did not end with 53 the signing of peace treaty and the truce was soon broken by Symeon . Both sides were gearing up for the final battle . In late summer or early fall, Symeon once again went to the north-eastern Thrace . Leo VI sent an army against him commanded by Leo Katakalon, domestikos ton scholon, and Theodosius, patrician and protovestiarius . The battle took place at Boulgarophygon, a village whose location has not been established so far . The battle ended with the Bulgarian victory . Patrician Theodosius died and the Byzantine army was scattered . Arab sources reported that Symeon went to Constantinople . However, it seems that they confuse it with the events of the year 913, when, indeed, Symeon went on an expedition to Constantinople . This battle ended the war conflict . The result of the Bulgarian success was probably signing of a peace treaty, in which the Byzantines agreed that the Bulgarian markets be returned to Constantinople and agreed to paying an annual tribute 56 . Conclusion . The war of the years 894-896 showed that Symeon was not only a cabinet scholar and a former monk, but a statesman, a gifted leader, skillful and ruthless negotiator . This war made him realize his own strength and gave him an opportunity to test his skills as a leader and a ruler . The war also demonstrated to the Byzantines that the Bulgarians, although they were Christians, were still dangerous opponents 57 . Leo VI, a wise man and a scholar suffered a great defeat in dealing with just as scholarly but much more determined and gifted with military talents Bulgarian ruler . The former Monk defeated the Philosopher . As it turned out, the of war 894-896 became a prelude to the great challenges that Symeon would throw to the Byzantine Empire in the future, when he attempted to build a new universal Slavic-Greek empire . His opponent, however, was not to be Leo VI .
Abstract . The article is devoted to a few problems: 1 . how Symeon and Leo the Philosopher looked at the Bulgarian-Byzantine war of 894-896; 2 . what place it took in their life experiences; 3 . how it was inscribed in the concept of relations between countries whose inhabitants follow the same religion .
The war of the years 894-896 showed that Symeon was not only a cabinet scholar and a former monk, but a statesman, a gifted leader, skillful and ruthless negotiator . This war made him realize his own strength and gave him an opportunity to test his skills as a leader and a ruler . The war also demonstrated to the Byzantines that the Bulgarians, although they were Christians, were still dangerous opponents . Leo VI, a wise man and a scholar suffered a great defeat in dealing with just as scholarly but much more determined and gifted with military talents Bulgarian ruler . The former Monk defeated the Philosopher .
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